Calling All Class Action Attorneys

Most contingent fee attorneys are accustomed to the feast or
famine nature of their business… It doesn’t have to be that way.
Why not take a few minutes to plan for those “downturns” in the cycle and alleviate some stress and
uncertainty? It’s really very simple, and it only takes a little planning to ensure you have options once your
case finally resolves.
When I say “options,” I’m referring to the manner in which you receive your contingent fees – lump sum
or payments over time. More and more firms traditionally focused on personal injury and product liability
litigation are diversifying their practices by engaging in securities, wage and hour, consumer protection, and
other types of class action work. Just like all other contingent fee attorneys, class action attorneys have the
unique ability to defer their income (and associated tax liability) into the future.
This white paper is not focused on the underlying tax law and related principles that support the concept of
contingent attorney fee deferral – I’ll leave that to the leading tax attorney in the field. Robert Wood’s article
“Can Class Action Attorney Fees be Structured?” does a wonderful job of walking through the tax principles
and related support. This article can be found on our website at www.brook-hollow.com/resources .
The key takeaway is to plan ahead to ensure you have the option of taking your fees in a lump sum or in
payments over time. Having the right language in any settlement agreement and/or court order that
provides the necessary flexibility for attorneys is critical. A 468B Qualified Settlement Fund is also highly
recommended to ensure efficiency and flexibility for all attorneys involved.
Now, let’s get to the heart of this article… Assuming you are proactive and take the steps necessary to
preserve your “options,” there are many ways in which you can leverage tax deferral.
Let me list a few of the most common reasons people defer receipt of their fees into the future:
1.

Push Tax Obligations to Future Years;

2.

Smooth Out Income (create payment streams to cover basic overhead);

3.

Plan for Retirement (tax deferral is nothing more than an unlimited 401K with more flexible investment
options and almost none of the restrictions);

4. Become Your Own Bank (by using deferral coupled with a loan);
5.
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Leverage the Government’s Money to Grow Your Practice.
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I’m a visual learner, and I suspect you may be as
well. Let’s look a typical situation where attorneys
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there are many ways to analyze these transactions,
but I’m trying to demonstrate an “apples to apples”
comparison (see figure 2 at right). Here, we again
assume a 7% annual return on your deferred fees.
As you can start to see, the power of deferral can be

Figure 2: Deferral Option
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too good to be true, but it’s not.
Let’s assume you can borrow up to 97%1 of the
value of your tax-deferred fees (over time) and
invest those (pre-tax) dollars (loan proceeds) back
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Figure 3: 97% Loan
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1 Loan amounts and interest rates vary by transaction and are subject to review
and approval based on individual applications.
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Okay, I’ll stop there with the generic examples. Just imagine having access to affordable capital when
you need it for that next big case. If you don’t need it, leave it in the deferral account where it’s invested
and growing tax-deferred to be paid to you in the future. Your ability to borrow doesn’t ebb and flow like
a traditional line of credit with a bank. Because you have a contractual right to receive future payments
from the deferral, which can’t be accelerated or assigned, those funds will be there to serve as a source of
repayment on the loan. Now imagine the rate on the loan is fixed for the entire life of the transaction!
Assuming you now understand the basics of attorney fee
deferral (and the option of borrowing), it may be helpful to
explore a common example of how firms first implement these
tools into their practice. The majority of class action firms have
incurred significant debt to finance their cases. Often times,

Loan is approved and
the attorney receives
proceeds
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annually). Once fees finally roll in, you not only have to pay back
leave you with little to nothing in your pocket, and may even
leave you in the red. Once again, it may help to see how this
plays out visually (see figure #4 at right).
Given the uncertainty as to duration and value of any class

Attorney exhausts all
cash and resources
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that debt is extremely expensive (upwards of 18% or more
the lender, but you also have to pay taxes on those fees. This can
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The attorney
must borrow
again and the cycle
starts all over
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Fee is delayed,
interest still
accumulates and
the attorney
starts to worry

3

Fee ﬁnally arrives, is less than
expected and not enought to
pay principal and taxes

action you may undertake, the peace of mind offered by the
combination of tax-deferral and the loan can be the strategy you’ve been looking for to transform your
practice. Take the time to explore your options, implement the necessary logistics, and give yourself the
opportunity to control, rather than be controlled by the financial limitations in your practice.
For more information or to set up a personalized consultation please contact our
team at info@brook-hollow.com.
Tate Johnson | Chief Operating Officer
Tate Johnson obtained his degree in Finance from The Ohio State University and
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Brook-Hollow Financial and Brook-Hollow Capital do not provide tax, financial, legal or accounting advice.
This material was prepared for informational purposes only and should not be construed as providing, or as
intending to provide such advice. Investment management fees are charged separately and are dependent on
the investment advisor you select. Consult with an independent advisor prior to investing in financial products.
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